Research Administrators Forum
October 9th, 2014

Welcome

Marcia Smith
Associate Vice Chancellor for Research
Agenda

- **Welcome and Announcements** - *Marcia Smith*
  - ORDM – *Rory Constancio*
    - ORDM Quarterly Update of Awards
  - OHRPP – *Kip Kantelo*
    - When And How To Close A Study With The IRB
  - OCGA – *Heather Winters, Kim Duiker, Cindy Gilbert*
    - Master Training Calendar Update
    - Update on Internal Training Sessions
    - UCOP Intermediate IP Training
    - Evisions - Enterprise Reporting Software Research
    - SRA Basics Research Conference
    - FDP – Federal Agency Updates
    - New Senior Grant Analyst - Claudia Thomas
    - Transforming Proposals in S2S Grants
  - EFM – *Yoon Lee*
    - RAPID Closeout Tool Enhancements
    - Business Process Changes
    - Staff Update